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JURISDICTION 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-2(3)(j)(Supp. 1996) grants this court appellate jurisdiction 
over the subject matter of this appeal. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
1. Did Defendant/Appellant Killen properly preserve any of the issues presented 
on appeal at the trial court level. 
2. Did Killen fail to dispute Plaintiff/Appellee Unruh's Statement of Undisputed 
Facts pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 7. (Preserved, R. at 175-183). 
3. Did Killen present sufficient evidence or legal authority at Summary Judgment 
to create a disputed issue of material fact or law. (Preserved, R. at 175-183). 
4. Is Unruh entitled to attorney fees on Appeal. (Preserved, R. At 217-218) 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
An appellate court will review an issue raised by a party on appeal, that was not 
properly preserved below under the "manifest injustice" or "plain error" standard of review. 
Pratt v. Nelson, 2007 UT 41, [^16 (Utah 2007). The standard of review regarding the trial 
court's required compliance with Utah R. Civ. P. 7, is an abuse of discretion standard. "The 
trial court has discretion in requiring compliance with Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure." Bluffdale City v. Smith, 2007 UT App 25 | 5 (Utah Ct. App. 2007), see also, 
Fennellllv. Green, 11 P.3d 339, 342 (Utah Ct. App. 2003) ("In addition, the trial court has 
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discretion in requiring compliance with rule 4-501"). Summary judgment is appropriate 
when "there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). To determine whether a trial court 
properly granted summary judgment, we review the trial court's legal conclusions for 
correctness affording those legal conclusions no deference. Ault v. Holden, 44 P.3d 781,787 
(Utah 2002). When a party who received attorney fees below, prevails on appeal, the party 
is also entitled to fees reasonably incurred on appeal. Utah Dept. ofSoc. Servs. v. Adams, 806 
P.2dll93, 1197 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
STATUTES, RULES AND REGULATIONS 
1. Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a - 3(2)0) 
The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory 
appeals, over: 
(j) cases transferred to the court of Appeals from the Supreme Court. 
2. Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(B) 
A memorandum opposing a motion for summary judgment shall contain a verbatim 
restatement of each of the moving party's facts that is controverted, and may contain a 
separate statement of additional facts in the dispute. For each of the moving party's facts that 
is controverted, the opposing party shall provide an explanation of the grounds for any 
dispute, supported by citation to relevant materials, such as affidavits or discovery materials. 
For any additional facts set forth in the opposing memorandum, each fact shall be separately 
stated and numbered and supported by citations to supporting materials, such as affidavits 
or discovery materials. 
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3. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c) 
Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion, memorandum and affidavits shall be 
in accordance with Rule 7. The judgment sought shall be rendered if the pleadings, 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, 
if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party 
is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, 
may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the 
amount of damages. 
4. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e) 
Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Supporting and opposing 
affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be 
admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify 
to the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred 
to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit 
affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or 
further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided 
in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of the 
pleadings, but the response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. Summary judgment, if 
appropriate, shall be entered against a party failing to file such a response. 
5. Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(7) 
A statement of the case. The statement shall first indicate briefly the nature of the 
case, the course of proceedings, and its disposition in the court below. A statement of the 
facts relevant to the issues presented for review shall follow. All statements of fact and 
references to the proceedings below shall be supported by citations to the record in 
accordance with paragraph (e) of this rule. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
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Defendant /Appellant (Killen) failed to include any citations to the record in her 
Statement of Facts portion of her Brief where the recited facts are supported; therefore, this 
court should assume the correctness of the trial court's judgment below. 
In order to preserve a matter for appeal, a party must present sufficient evidence and 
or legal authority at summary judgment supporting the issues raised in such a manner that the 
issues were raised to a level of consciousness before the trial court, in order to allow the trial 
court to fully consider the issues. Killen failed to present any evidence or legal authority to 
the trial court in opposition to Unruh's Motion for Summary Judgment. Therefore, none of 
the issues raised in this appeal were preserved at the trial court level. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 56 requires that all memorandums presented to the court be in 
accordance with Utah R. Civ. P. 7. "Each fact set forth in the moving party's memorandum 
is deemed admitted for the purpose of summary judgment unless controverted by the 
responding party." Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(A). In order to controvert Unruh's facts, Killen 
must give an explanation of the grounds for the dispute, supported by citation to relevant 
materials. Killen's Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment did not contain a 
restatement of Unruh's facts which were controverted as required by Rule 7. In fact, Killen 
did not oppose any of Plaintiff s facts nor did Killen raise any "additional facts in dispute" 
as provided by Rule 7, therefore, there were no disputed issues of material fact presented to 
the trial court. Because the appellate court in a review of summary judgment can only address 
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disputed issues of material fact, this court has no issues to review. Therefore, since Killen 
failed to present and support any disputed issues of fact, the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in granting Unruh's Summary Judgment below. 
Based on the uncontested facts found by the trial court, Unruh is entitled to summary 
judgment as a matter of law; and having been awarded attorney fees below, Unruh is also 
entitled to attorney fees reasonably incurred on appeal. 
ARGUMENT 
1. APPELLANT KILLEN'S BRIEF ON APPEAL CONTAINS NO 
CITATIONS TO THE RECORD SUPPORTING KILLEN'S 
STATEMENT OF FACTS AND THEREFORE THE TRIAL COURT'S 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE AFFIRMED. 
In Carol Killen's Statement of Facts included in her Brief on Appeal, Killen has failed 
to cite to the record for any of the facts stated other than one single fact that is otherwise not 
material to the rest of Killen's argument.1 Citations to the record are required under Utah R. 
App. P. 24(a)(7). This Court has held that failure to cite to the record in compliance with 
Rule 24(a) is fatal as follows: 
1 
"The Bloomington Contract was signed on January 28, 2005, and the property was sold to 
Mr. Unruh at substantially less than the appraised market value." (R. at 231) However, a 
review of Record 231 shows no date for signing the Bloomington Contract, nor is there any 
mention of any appraised value. 
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If a party fails to make a concise statement of the facts and citation of the 
pages in the record where those facts are supported, the court will assume the 
correctness of the judgment below. (Citations omitted.) "This court need not, 
and will not, consider any facts not properly cited to, or supported by, the 
record." Uckerman v. Lincoln Natl Life Ins. Co., 588 P.2d. 142, 144 (Utah 
1978). 
Koulis v. Standard Oil Co. of California, 746 P.2d. 1182, 1184 (Utah Ct. App., 1987). 
2. KILLEN FAILED TO PRESERVE ANY OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED 
FOR APPEAL 
A. Killen Failed to Present Any Admissible Evidence or Relevant 
Legal Authority in Support of Summary Judgment Sufficient to 
Preserve the Issues Raised in Appellant's Brief on Appeal. 
Killen raises the following issues on appeal: 
1. Did the trial court err in failing to accept the affidavit of Killen as 
creating a genuine issue of material fact? (Issue preserved Record at 
231) [sic]. 
2. Did the trial court err in failing to accept evidence of contingent real 
estate contract as creating a genuine issue of fact? (Issue preserved 
Record at 232) [sic]. 
3. Did the trial court err in failing to accept Unruh's failure to make 
delivery at the time of closing as creating a genuine issue of fact as the 
validity of real estate contract? (Issue preserved Record at 232) [sic]. 
4. Did the trial court err in failing to find that the admitted back-dating of 
the contract by Unruh created a genuine issue of material fact as to the 
validity of the contract? (Issue preserved Record at 228) [sic]. 
Appellant Br. at 1. The record pages cited by Killen are to the Transcript of the Summary 
Judgment Hearing on January 16, 2007. A review of the pages sited, clearly shows that the 
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issues Killen set forth above, were not in fact argued or otherwise preserved by Killen at 
Summary Judgment Hearing below. Furthermore, the actual arguments presented by Killen 
in Appellant's Brief do not support or examine Issues 1, 2, and 4 as set forth by Killen. 
Killen's actual arguments assert that ambiguity in the contracts and circumstances create 
genuine issues of fact as to the validity of the Real Estate Purchase Contract. Nowhere in 
Killen's Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment was an ambiguity argument 
raised; nor was ambiguity raised or argued by Killen at the Summary Judgment Hearing 
below. (R. at 222-234). 
"In order to preserve an issue for appeal, the issue must be presented to the trial court 
in such a way that the trial court has an opportunity to rule on that issue." West v. Case, 2006 
UT App. 325 f 16 (Utah Ct. App., 2006). In the present case, the trial court was unable to 
consider the issues raised by Killen on appeal because they were not properly presented in 
the summary judgment before the trial court. 
In order to preserve an issue for appeal, it must be .. . sufficiently raised to a 
level of consciousness before the trial court, and must be supported by 
evidence or relevant legal authority. 
Myrah v. Campbell 2007 UT App. 168, If 18 (Utah Ct. App., 2007). "In short, a party may 
not claim to have preserved an issue for appeal by merely mentioning an issue.. ." Pratt v. 
Nelson, 2007 UT 41, f 15 (Utah, 2007). Killen simply did not preserve the issues she now 
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raises in her Statement of Issues on Appeal, nor did she preserve the ambiguity arguments 
she actually presents in her brief. 
The evidence relied on to preserve an issue for appeal must not only be presented to 
the trial court, it must be admissible evidence. The affidavit of Killen was the only evidence 
which Killen attempted to present to the trial court. The only purported material facts 
presented in the Killen Affidavit are hearsay and opinion statements. 
1. The Washington County Real Estate Board Representative informed me 
the contract was improper or illegal. 
2. I believe the Real Estate Purchase Contract was invalid or void. 
(R. at 171-172). "Hearsay and opinion testimony that would not be admissible if testified to 
at trial may not properly be set forth in an affidavit." Brown v. Jorgensen, 136 P.3d 1252, 
1258 (Utah Ct. App., 2006). Hearsay and opinion are inadmissible and cannot be used to 
preserve any issues on appeal. Killen did not proffer any other evidence in support of the 
issues Killen now raises on appeal. 
Killen further failed to provide any relevant legal authority to support her claims, 
either in her Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment or at oral argument. Killen 
did not cite to single case, or a single statute which supports any theory expressed or implied 
in her Memorandum or oral argument, or any of the issues raised on appeal. In addition, no 
legal authority was cited which would suggest that the trial court should have allowed the 
Affidavit of Ms. Killen, despite the fact that it contained inadmissible hearsay and conclusory 
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opinion. Since none of the issues on appeal were presented to the trial court in a manner 
which would raise them to a level of consciousness, Killen has failed to preserve any of the 
issues for appeal. 
3. THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE AS TO ANY MATERIAL FACT. 
a. Unruh's Undisputed Facts Were Properly Admitted Because Killen 
Failed to Contest Them. 
Killen did not contest or dispute any of Unruh's undisputed facts as stated in Unruh's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, therefore, the facts as stated by 
Unruh are admitted. Rule 7 of the Utah R. Civ. P. states, "Each fact set forth in the moving 
party's memorandum is deemed admitted for the purpose of summary judgment unless 
controverted by the responding party." Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(A). In addition, a 
memorandum opposing a motion for summary judgment must clearly state the disputed facts 
and support the basis for dispute with relevant materials. Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(A). This 
court has held that when a party opposing a summary judgment motion fails to comply with 
the specific requirements for disputing facts, the facts which are not disputed are admitted. 
Specifically, it was not an abuse of discretion for the trial court to admit all of 
the moving party5 s facts when the nonmoving party's opposition papers did not 
refer to [the moving party's] statement of uncontroverted facts. . . 
See, Porter v. Fox, 2004 UT App. 354, [^14 (Utah Ct. App. 2004) (The court was referring 
specifically to Utah Rules of Judicial Administration 4-501, which has since been repealed. 
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However, the language in Utah R. Jud. Admin. 4-501(2)(B) is almost identical to the 
language in Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c)(3)(A-B).). See also, Fennellllv. Green, 11 P.3d 339, 345-
346 (Utah Ct. App. 2003). Killen's opposition papers and oral argument failed to refer to 
Unruh5 s statement of undisputed facts, therefore Unruh5s statement of facts stands as 
undisputed. 
b. The Affidavit of Killen is Inadmissible Evidence and Does Not 
Create a Disputed Issue of Material Fact. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e) requires that affidavits be made on personal knowledge and set 
forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence. Killen's affidavit cannot create a 
genuine issue of material fact because it was not based on personal knowledge, contained 
hearsay evidence, and was conclusory in nature. 
Affidavits submitted in support or in opposition to a motion for summary 
judgment must be based on the personal knowledge of the affiant and may not 
be considered by the trial court if largely based on unsubstantiated opinions, 
conjecture, and beliefs. Statements in an affidavit that are largely conclusory 
would not be admissible in evidence and may not be considered on summary 
judgment. Statements made merely on information and belief will be 
disregarded. 
Brown v. Jorgensen, 136 P.3d 1252,1258 (Utah Ct. App. 2006). Killen's affidavit provides 
no foundation for her personal knowledge, and does not contain facts known to her 
personally, but relies on hearsay from an unnamed realtor, and is based on information and 
belief. Killen's affidavit is inadmissible. Unruh is therefore entitled to a judgment as a matter 
of law, and the trial court should be affirmed. 
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c. The Appellate Courts May Only Address Disputed Facts. 
On appeal from summary judgment, appellate courts are limited to the disputed facts 
presented at the trial court. "More precisely, in the context of summary judgment, we are 
confined to the disputed facts that were properly before the trial court." Heideman v. 
Washington City, 155 P.3d 900, 906 (Utah Ct. App., 2007), 2007 UT App. 11, 116. In 
Heideman, the plaintiffs only disputed three of the defendant's alleged undisputed facts in 
plaintiffs responsive memorandum, however, plaintiffs 
did not put any of these facts at issue because they failed to support their 
memorandum with any admissible evidence as required by Rule 7 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Id. Based on plaintiffs failure to properly contest the disputed facts with admissible 
evidence, this court refused to address the argument that there were disputed issues of 
material fact presented to the trial court. Similarly, Killen failed to present any admissible 
evidence pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 7, and she failed to dispute any of the undisputed facts 
set forth in Unruh's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. (R. at 168-
170). As a result, there are no disputed issues of material fact for this court to address. 
Not only has Killen failed to contest any facts at summary judgment, she also failed 
to present sufficient evidence to overcome the presumption that Unruh is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law. The Supreme Court has stated: 
When the moving party has presented evidence sufficient to support a 
judgment in its favor, and the opposing party failed to submit contrary 
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evidence, a trial court is justified in concluding that no genuine issue of fact 
is present or would be at trial. 
Smith v. Four Corners Mental Health Center, Inc. 70 P.3d 904, 915 (Utah, 2003). Based on 
Smith, the trial court below was justified in granting Unruh's Summary Judgment because 
Killen failed to present any evidence which disputes Unruh's uncontested facts and legal 
arguments. 
4. KILLEN'S UTTER FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH RULE 7 IS NOT A 
HARMLESS TECHNICAL VIOLATION. 
Killen's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, did not include a verbatim 
statement of controverted facts, failed to include a coherent explanation of the grounds for 
any dispute, failed to provide supporting citations as the basis for any dispute of fact. (R. at 
168-170). Killen's failure to comply with Rule 7of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure was 
not technical in nature. There was no substantial compliance with Rule 7 that could be 
characterized as harmless. This Court has held that when a party fails to comply with Rule 
7, as Killen did in this case, the failure is not a mere technical violation of the rule which is 
harmless. Bluffdale City v. Smith, 2007 UT App 25,111 (Utah Ct. App., 2007)(defendants' 
opposing memorandum fails to substantially comply with rule 7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure. Defendants' failures amount to more than a technical violation of the 
rule.). As a result of Killen's complete failure to comply with the Utah Rules of Civil 
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Procedure, there are no disputed issues of material fact, and each of Unruh's facts were 
properly admitted. 
5. BASED ON THE UNCONTESTED FACTS, UNRUH IS ENTITLED TO 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW AND HIS 
ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL. 
a. Judgement. 
On March 13, 2007, trial court entered its Order Granting Summary Judgement and 
Order Granting Specific Performance. (R. at 216-220). In the Court's Order, the Court 
adopted the undisputed facts recited by Plaintiff Unruh in the Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgement. (R. at 217). Based on the Court's finding of undisputed 
facts, the Court entered the following conclusions of law: 
1. The Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") dated April 1, 2005 is an 
integrated enforceable contract between the two parties. 
2. By initialing each page and signing the REPC, Defendants agreed to each and 
every provision of the REPC. 
3. Defendants and Plaintiff are bound by the language within the REPC. 
4. The language within the REPC is unambiguous and is therefore enforceable 
as a matter of law. 
5. Plaintiff is entitled to attorney fees accrued in enforcing REPC in this action 
in accordance to paragraph 17 of the REPC in the amount of $21,152.98. See, 
Affidavit of Attorneys' Fees, a true and correct copy of which is attached as 
Exhibit "A". 
((R. at 218). 
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The Supreme Court has held, "a written contract duly entered into should be regarded 
with some sanctity; and its commitments can only be overcome by clear and convincing 
evidence." Otteson v. Malone, 584 P.2d 878, 880 (Utah 1978). As set forth above, by failing 
to contest any of the issues of fact asserted by Unruh in the Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgement and in oral argument, and by further failing to cite any legal 
authority disputing Unruh's arguments in support of summary judgment, the trial court's 
Order Granting Summary Judgment and Order Granting Specific Performance was well 
within the sound discretion of the Court, and should be affirmed on appeal. 
b. Attorney Fees. 
The trial court awarded Unruh attorney fees under the terms of the Real Estate 
Purchase Contract below. (R. at 217-218). "When a party who receives attorney fees below 
prevails on appeal, the party is also entitled to fees reasonably incurred on appeal." Utah 
Dept ofSoc. Servs. v. Adams, 806 P.2d 1193,1197 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). For the reasons set 
forth above, the trial court's Order of Summary Judgment should be affirmed, and Unruh 
should be awarded his reasonable attorney fees on appeal. 
CONCLUSION 
Killen failed to comply with the requirements of Utah R. Civ. P. 56 and Utah R. Civ. 
P. 7, in opposing the Motion for Summary Judgment, failed to controvert any of Unruh's 
undisputed facts, and failed to preserve any of the issues for appeal. Therefore, as a matter 
14 
of law Unruh is entitled to summary judgment, and this court should affirm the trial court's 
finding of summary judgment. 
; / / tfayof DATED this / / ti  f December 2007. 
jEM&Btfs RONNOW JENSEN & BAYLES, LLP 
Williams Ronnow 
James L. Spendlove 
Counsel for Appellee/Plaintiff 
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IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ARNOLD UNRUEL an individual, 
Plamtiff, 
v. 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and 
Castle Point, LTD, 
Defendants. 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and 
Castle Point, LTD 
Counterclaimants, 
v. 
ARNOLD UNRUH, an individual, 
Counterclaim Defendant. | 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY 
TO DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No/050500805 
Judge: James L Shumate 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant ("Plaintiff), by and through his counsel, Bruce C 
Jenlcms of the law office of Jenlcms Jensen & Bayles, LLP, hereby files this Reply to Defendants5 
Memorandum m Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment pursuant to Rules 7 and 
56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
AU 2 ReplvMemoioDefTvlenioui Opp to SuimnJudg 12J4 Oi wpcl **9 i * 
BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Plaintiff filed his Motion foi Summary Tudgment on Apnl 5, 2006 Defendants filed then 
Memoiandum m Opposition on Apnl 28, 2006 Defendants enoneously claim (I) that the Real 
Estate Puichase Contiact ("REPC") is not integrated, (n) that they participated m some tax 
evasion scheme which makes the REPC voidable and (m) that the the REPC is voidable based 
upon the date of execution 
However, Plaintiff and Defendants agreed to and executed the REPC for the pui chase of 
the subject property (the "Home") Neithei Plaintiff noi Defendants made changes to the REPC 
upon execution The REPC indicated a closing date of no latei than May 10 2005 Plaintiff and 
Defendant Killen appealed at the designated closing Plaintiff was ready, willing and able to 
close and Defendant Killen indicated hei refusal to close As a result, this action commenced 
PLAINTIFF'S FACTS ADMITTED 
Defendants did not directly dispute any of Plaintiff s facts 1-11, therefore Plaintiffs 
statements of fact are deemed admitted SeeUT R Civ Proc 7(c)(3)(A) 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO "FACTS" INTERMINGLED 
IN DEFENDANTS' DISPUTES 
Defendants' Memorandum m Opposition entirely fails to comply with Utah R Civ P 
7(c)(3)(B) There is no citation to the lecoid of any facts and statements and Defendants have 
not cited a single verified fact disputing Plaintiffs statement of undispuied facts Defendant's 
legal arguments, oi "Disputes," are laced with unsubstantiated heiesay allegations Plaintiff, 
therefoie, is constrained to lebut the ''statements" contained withm the "Disputes " Plaintiff will 
respond to each "Dispute" m turn Plaintiff has condensed and summarized foi the Court 
Defendants' "statements" which are italicized foi the convenience of the Court 
Dispute Numbei 1 - Defendants stale thai "this case is not centered upon one 
but three different but linked contracts 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE - Defendants have not cited fiom the Recoid facts suppoitmg 
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this statement and it must be stiicken UT R Civ Pioc , Rules 7 and 56 
Additionally, paragraph 14 of the REPC makes it cleai that this is a fully mtegiated contract 
which "supercedes and leplaces any and all pnoi negotiations, warranties, understandings oi 
contracts between the parties " (Affid Arnold Umuh, Ex A) 
Therefore, the "statements" m Defendants5 Dispute numbei 1, are based on inadmissible 
evidence and do not comply with Rule 7 Defendants5 "statements" aie further unsupported by 
the record, lack foundation, are based upon heresay and therefore should be disregarded and 
stricken 
Dispute Numbei 2 -Defendants allege foi the first time a umlatei al belief that 
they were co-conspu ating parties to a possible tax evasion scheme 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE - Again, Defendants have not supported their allegations in 
Dispute numbei 2 with citations to the record, or credible evidence and the "statements" must be 
stricken UT R Civ Proc , Rules 7 and 56 
Defendants are attempting to assert as facts and law, what are, m reality, only their 
"beliefs " Such are inadmissible statements oi constitute matters for the Court to decide See 
Capital Assets Fine Servs v Lindsay, 956 P 2d 1090, 1094 (Utah Ct App 1998) (holding a tnal 
court m summary judgment pi oceedings must disregaid legal conclusions contained m 
affidavits), see also Mitchael v Intracorp Inc , 179 F 3d 847, 856(10 Cn 1999) (legal 
arguments and inferences do not constitute facts sufficient for summary judgment purposes ) 
Norton v Blackham, 669 P 2d 857 859 (Utah 1983) ("An affidavit m opposition to a motion for 
summar) judgment must set forth facts that would be admissible m evidence " (quoting Utah 
R Cn P 56(e)(emphasis added)) 
In paragraph 6 of Defendant Killen's Affidavit, the statement that "[t]he Washington 
Count) Real Estate Boaid Representative informed me the contract was impioper or illegal," is 
heaisaj which is madmissable as a fact sufficient for summar) judgment purposes Noiton, 669, 
P 2d at 859 Defendant Killen's statement m paragraph 7 of her Affidavit that CCI [sic] believe 
Umuh \ Killen 
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the Real Estate Puichase Contract was invalid 01 void/' is an opinion rathei than a fact and is 
likewise madmissable Smith v Four Comers Mental Health Ctr, Inc , 2003 UT 23, 50, 70 P 3d 
904, 917 (Utah 2003) ("An affidavit that merely reflects the affiant's unsubstantiated opinions 
and conclusions is insufficient to create an issue of fact ") 
Finally, Defendants allude to a "Santa Clara'5 contract which is extraneous to and not the 
subject of these pioceedmgs and is not m the record before the Court 
Therefore, Defendants' "statements" m Dispute number 2 are based on inadmissible 
evidence and do not comply with Rule 7. Such statements are therefore objected to, should be 
disregarded, and is otherwise disputed 
Dispute Number 3 - Defendants wrongfully assert as fact, that the REPC is void 
because it was signed after the date indicated 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE - Defendant Killen did admit in hei Affidavit that she signed 
the REPC However, when Defendant, Killen signed the REPC she did not complain about any 
dates nor did she make any changes or additions to the REPC. What is relevant is that the closing 
date on the REPC was foi no latei than May 10, 2005. Plaintiff anived at the scheduled closing 
on May 9, 2005 read)', willing and able to close the transaction Defendant Killen showed up at 
the closing on May 9, 2005 and refused to consummate the deal It is now irrelevant that 
Defendant Killen is claiming that she signed the contract at a latei date 
Therefore, the "statements" m Defendants' Dispute numbei 3 are based on immaterial 
assertions not complying with Rule 7 Such statements are therefore objected to, should be 
disregarded, and is otherwise disputed 
ANALYSIS 
Pursuant to the Utah Rules of Civil Piocedure, Rule 56, Plaintiff will prevail on a motion 
foi summary judgment if there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact, and if Plaintiff is 
entitled to judgment as a mattei of law undei the undisputed, material facts Moreovei, 
Uniuh v Killen 
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Defendants have failed to cite any legal authority foi then position and the Court is not obligated 
to consider such unsupported arguments See Sorge v Office of the Attorney General, 2006 UT 
App 2, fn.6. 
I. DEFENDANTS COMPLETE FAILURE TO FOLLOW RULES 7 and 56 
OF THE UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ALONE REQUIRE THE 
GRANTING OF PLANTTFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The Utah Rules of Civil Procedure establish certain rules which must be followed with 
respect to motions foi summaiy judgment, supporting memoranda, and establishing the factual 
record before the Court If a party's pleadings do not conform to these rules, the pleadings are 
ineffective. Specifically, Rule 56(e) provides that "an adverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of the pleadings" . . but "must set forth specific facts showing that there is 
a genuine issue for trial " And "[sjummary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against a 
party failing to file such a response." Id 
Furthermore, Rule 7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides that "[a] 
memorandum opposing a motion for summaiy judgment shall contain a verbatim restatement of 
each of the moving party's facts that is controverted." And "[f]or each of the moving party's facts 
that is controverted, the opposing party shall provide an explanation of the grounds for any 
dispute, supported by citation to relevant materials " Id Finally that, "[ejach fact set forth in the 
moving party's memorandum is deemed admitted foi the purpose of summaiy judgment unless 
controverted by the responding party " UT.R Civ Proc.7(c)(3)(A) 
The material facts surrounding whethei Defendant Killen personally signed the REPC are 
undisputed by Defendants and Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a mattei of law "A district 
court may properly grant summaiy judgment where there is no genuine issue as to any material 
fact and the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a mattei of law CCD, L C v Millsap, 
2005 UT 42 If 14 (Utah 2005) 
In the present mattei, Plaintiff presented eleven (11) material facts m its Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities m Support of Plaintiff s Motion foi Summaiy Judgment ("Plaintiffs 
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Memorandum") Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to [Plaintiffs] Motion foi Summary 
Judgment ("Defendants' Memorandum") does not, as required by the Rules, restate those facts 
noi does it controvert any of those facts Therefore, Plaintiffs facts are deemed admitted and 
Plaintiff is entitled to Summary Judgment 
II. DESPITE DEFENDANTS' UNSUPPORTED CONTENTIONS, THE REPC 
IS AN INTEGRATED CONTRACT. 
Defendants' attempt to ignore the plain language of the REPC - that the REPC was an 
integrated contract Howevei, m the instant case, the REPC is clearly an integrated contract. 
Specifically Defendant Killen initialed page 3 of the REPC wherein it indicates m paragraph 9 
that there "are not additional addenda to this Contract containing additional terms." See 
REPC at 3 (emphasis added) Defendant Killen also initialed page 4 of the REPC wherein 
paragraph \A contains the specific integrated contract terms, such that the REPC "supersedes and 
replaces any and all pnor negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or contracts 
between the parties." The terms of the REPC are unambiguous and must be enforced R&R 
Energies v Mother Earth Industries, Inc., 936 P 2d 1068, 1077 (Utah 1997) (holding uan 
unambiguous contract must he interpreted from the actual words of the contract ")(emphasis 
added). 
Moreover, "[o]ne who executes a written contract is presumed to know its contents and 
assent to them, ignorance of the contents is not ground foi relief from liability " Johnson v 
Estate of Shell on, 754 P 2d 828 (Mont 1985) 
The agreement between Defendants and Plaintiff was reduced to writing and paragraph 9 
is ''unambiguous" and it is cleai that Plaintiff folly performed and is entitled to specific 
performance undei the REPC 
III. DEFENDANTS FOR THE FIRST TIME ARE ASSERTING THAT THEY 
PARTICIPATED IN PART OF SOME TAX EVASION SCHEME IN 
ORDER TO AVOID THE REPC. 
Defendants have submitted with their Memorandum m Opposition an affidavit that does 
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not set forth facts that would be admissible into evidence For example, in paragraph numbei 6. 
"[t]he Washington County Real Estate Board Representative informed me the contract was 
improper 01 illegal," is a statement of hearsay which is madmissable as a fact sufficient foi 
summary judgment purposes and must be stricken Defendants' Affidavit paragiaph numbei 7, "I 
[sic] believe the Real Estate Pmchase Contract was invalid 01 void." is an opinion rathei than a 
fact and is likewise madmissable Smith v Four Corners Mental Health Ctr, Inc., 2003 UT 23. 
50, 70 P 3d 904, 917 (Utah 2003) ("An affidavit that merely reflects the affiant's unsubstantiated 
opinions and conclusions is insufficient to create an issue of fact ") 
'An affidavit m opposition to a motion foi summary judgment must set forth facts that 
would be admissible m evidence " Norton v Blackham, 669 P 2d 857, 859 (Utah 1983) (quoting 
Utah R Civ.P 56 (e)(emphasis added)) Defendants' Memorandum m Opposition is the first time 
that Defendants are asserting their claim that the REPC is part of an alleged tax evasion scheme 
as a defense to breach of the REPC 
There is no scheme of tax fraud, let alone any competent facts before the Court 
supporting such a theory Defendants theory of tax evasion fails and Plaintiff is entitled to have 
his Motion foi Summary Judgment granted. 
IV. DEFENDANT KTLLEN'S ASSERTION THAT SHE SIGNED THE REPC 
LATER THAN PLAINTIFF IS IMMATERIAL TO THE FACT THAT SHE 
RATIFIED THE CONTRACT AND THAT THE REPC IS A VALID 
ENFORCEABLE CONTRACT. 
A. Bj' Signing the REPC, Defendant Killen Agreed to the Terms and Conditions 
Therein and Must Perform the Contract. 
As has been previously argued by Plaintiffs m II, infra, it is a well established principle 
m contract law that each party to a contract has the duty to know and acquaint herself with the 
terms of the contract before she signs and deliveis the contract Sec Resource Management v 
Weston Ranch and Livestock Co , Inc , 706 P 2d 1028 (Utah 1985) Moreovei parties to a 
contiact must avail themselves to understand the terms of the conliact before they sign the 
contract and subsequently cannot claim ignorance as a defense See Resource Management v 
Weston Ranch and Livestock Co , Inc , 706 P 2d 1028 (Utah 1985) (holding ignorance \s no 
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excuse as a defense against breach of a contract aftei the contract has been executed ) 
One party to a contract does not have a duty to ensure that the othei has a complete and 
accurate understanding of ah tenns embodied m a written contract See Garff Realty Co v Better 
Buildings, Inc., 234 P.2d 842, 844 (Utah 1951 J, see also Laird v Laird, 597 P 2d 463 (Wyo 
1979) (a person signing a contract cannot avoid it on grounds that he did not attend to its tenns, 
did not read it, believed that the tenns meant one thing when they really meant anothei oi that he 
took someone's word as to what the contract contained) 
The REPC is an enforceable contract and Defendants are obligated to convey the Home to 
Plaintiff. Defendants cannot avoid then bargained foi obligations undei the RECP 
B. Defendants Ratified the REPC by Signing the REPC and Making No Changes to 
the REPC. 
Defendant Killen's signature, as well as initials, as seller appear on the executed REPC. 
See Affid Arnold Unruh, Exhibit A There is no matenal dispute that Defendant Killen 
personally signed the REPC Defendant Killen's signature and initials ratified the contract as 
ongmally prepared, including all dates therein. Black's Law Dictionary defines ratification, as 
"confirmation and acceptance of a previous act, thereby making the act valid from the moment it 
was done," and specifically m contract law as, ua person's binding adoption of an act already 
completed " BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, 521, Pocket Ed (1996) 
The REPC states that Defendants agreed to sell the Home to Plaintiff With the signature 
of Defendant Killen, Defendants accepted Plaintiffs offei to purchase the Home. Defendants 
cannot now claim that they did not accept or agree to all of the tenns contained m the REPC K-
Line Builders, Inc v First Federal Sav & Loan Ass 'n, 611 P.2d 1317, 139 (Anz.App 1983) (An 
acceptance is a manifestation of assent to tenns thereof made by offeree m a mannei invited oi 
lequned by the offei) Defendants also cannot use ignorance oi failure to understand the tenns of 
the REPC as a defense to then breach 
Based on the fact that Defendant Killen personally signed the REPC, that Defendants did 
not add to noi take away from the REPC, and that Defendants agreed to each of the tenns and 
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conditions wilhm that REPC, Defendants should be oideied to fully perfoim the REPC 
Accoidmgly, Plaintifflequests that this Honoiable Court giant Plaintiffs Motion foi Summaiy 
Judgment 
CONCLUSION 
Theie is no dispute as to any material fact and Plaintiff is entitled to summary judgment 
as a mattei of law Defendants must fully peiform undei the REPC and pay any and all 
attorney's fees incurred by Plaintiff m bringing this action 
DATED this day of May, 2006 
Jj{ J/qOOC V ^ y r ^ ^ O 
Bruce C Jenkins 
BlynnA Simmons 
Counsel foi Plaintiff 
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1 I P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 I (Electronically recorded on January 1G, 2007; 
THE COURT: The last one I have is Unruh vs. Castle. 
4 | Mr. Bowlei and Mr. Jenkins — or Mr. Ronuow, you're going to 
5 
6 
7 
handle 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MR. RONNOW: Mr. Ronnow for plaintiff, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Bowler. 
MR. RONNOW: Your Honor, before we begin, just so you'll 
not think that rhere is a stranger usurping our cases from time 
to rime, this is our new associate, Mr. James Spendlove. 
THE COURT: Mr. Spendlove, welcome to the court. 
MR. RONNOW: He's (inaudible) with our firm and wall be 
trying ro plug the hole m the bacY of my head as we go along. 
THE COURT: He doesn't nave enough material/ Counsel. 
It's your motion, Mr. Ronnow. 
MR. RONNOW: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT. The facts aie undisputed, and you're 
entirled to judgment as a matter of law. Tell me about it. 
MR. RONNOW: Is that youi proYJOsed ruling, your Honor, 
or are you restating my argument9 
THE COURT. I'm waiting to hear youi argument. 
MR. RONNOW: Ler's see just how short we can make this. 
THE COURT: I don'r rhmk Mr. Bowler is going to let it 
be very short. 
MR. RONNOW: Your Honor — raght. As you have stated, 
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1 under Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 7(c) (3) (b) , a party opposing 
2 
3 
4 
summary judgment has specific and express mandatory procedures 
to follow. The language in 7(c) is "shall include verbatim 
restatement of each fact disputed, and for each contradicted fact 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
5 j shall provide explanation of the grounds," not just -- and that's 
6 I important that it shall be an explanation of grounds, plus 
7 I citation of record. 
Why that is important is that that — it is not 
sufficient merely to articulate a possible argument without 
some grounds. What we have here is we have no disputed facts, 
no recitation of a specific fact, no restatement of the dispute, 
no citation to the — any recoro, and by way of verifying a 
contested -- or a statement that would contest our facts -- none 
of that, and no citation to any authority under that phrase, 
''explanation of the grounds," no citation to authority that would 
get defendant to an issue of law, if you will. Even assuming we 
had -- we have no issue of facts, there is no dispute as to the 
controlling law, either. 
So then just to summarize quickly, the facts that lay 
the foundation for the law for summary judgment here that are 
undisputed is that the real estate purchase contract for 
plaintiff's purchase of the home was prepared on April 1st, 2 005, 
though it was signed by both parties on May 3rd, 2005. 
Now even the defendant's affidavit at paragraph 3 sennits 
tnar she signed the REP-C agreement on May 3rd, 200^. Now that's 
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1 an important undisputed fdct because the REP-C agreement p rov ide s 
2 that a closing wi l l occur no l a t e r than March 10 th. So t h e r e ' s a 
3 signature on the REP-C agieement p r i o r to the spec i f i ed c l o s i n g 
4 da te . With tha t s i g n a t u r e defendant i n i t i a l e d each page, made no 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
changes to the document — to the REP-C agreement She initialed 
a page — page 3 which includes at paragraph 9 that no additional 
addenda are included with this contract. She initialed a page A, 
which paragraph 14 provides the typical merger language. It 
supercedes and replaces any and all prior negotiations, 
representations, warranties, et cetera. 
Both plaintiff and defendant appeared at a scheduled 
May 9th, 2005 closing. Plaintiff tendered performance. Defendant 
refused to perform, refused to convey title. Those are the 
14 undisputed facts, your Honor. Based on those facts, of course 
15 
16 
17 
18 
we have c i ted m our memorandum CCD, LC vs . Milsap for t h e long 
establ ished holding t h a t without a mate r ia l — a genuine i s s u e 
of material fac t , the moving pa r ty i s e n t i t l e d to judgment; i f 
the moving par ty i s e n t i t l e d to judgment as a ma t t e r of law, t he 
19 Court may entei summary judgment. 
20 
21 
22 
o o 
24 
25 
Now what we have i s an i n t e g r a t e d con t r ac t t h a t i s 
in tegrated by a e f e n d a n t ' s s igna tu re and i n i t i a l m a of each page 
of that cont iac t , acknowledging t h a t the re is a mergei and t h a t 
the ie are no othei addendum included. 
THE COURT- And there was no de l ive ry of t i t l e , no 
closing on the date spec i f i ed . 
1 MR. ROWNOW: Correct. There is no argument or assertion 
2 the Lerms m that REP-C agreement are ambiguous or that there has 
3 been mistake or any other defense to a contract. None is 
4 asserted. So we have m -- we've cited the case of R&R Energy 
5 vs. Mothei Eaith Industries that an unambiguous contiact must be 
6 enforced. They have not alleged or argued any ambiguity m any 
7 I of their arguments in their response memorandum. 
We have cited what I think is the — a very important 
9 | case here. Resource Managgmmit^ Company vs .^es_tern_^Ranch and 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Livestock. At 1047 it addresses this issue of enforcing an 
x • ~ 
integrated contract, and the allegation that a party may raise 
m terms of mistake, or NNI don't understand it, " et cetera, et 
cetera. The Supreme Court states that each party has a burden 
to understand the terms of the contract before he affixes his 
signature to it, and may not thereafter asset his ignorance as a 
defense. 
Now defendant has not asseited specifically ignorance or 
mistake, but is asserting that somehow the contract is -- should 
not be enforced under a newly raiseo theory. When I say newly 
raised, raised only m the response to summary judgment of some 
sort of unsubstantiated fraud. This particular allegation was 
not even pled m the counterclaim as required under Rule 12 
with any specificity establishing the circumstances of 
misrepresentation oi fraud or concealment, et cetera, et cetera. 
So based on the Research Management/Western Ranch case 
1 
2 
3 
we not only have an integrated contract, but we have a situation 
where the defendant should be -~ is held by those initials and 
signatures to know and understand the terms of that contract as 
4 a matter of law. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Then we assert, your Honor, also that the signature --
the signing and initialing of that contract creates a — acts as 
a ratification of the contract, including the delay between the 
dates of April 1 and May 3rd. We've cited, you know, good 
old authority, Black's Law Dictionary, your Honor, where the 
proposition is defined. ''Ratification, a person's binding 
adoption of an act already done." 
Here we have the REP-C agreement stated on — dated 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
April 1st, 2005. We have asserted m our facts a situation of 
rag, if you will, trying to track down defendant. It takes 30 
days to track down the defendant. Then she affirmatively signs 
the agreement. Doesn't change any dates, doesn't change any 
terms, doesn't flag any terms, initials every page, signs rhe 
agreement. Ratification, your Honor. 
So the issue with regard to the delay m date is not 
an issue. It has been ratified. Understanding that the key 
operative date here following signature is May 10tn. It needs to 
be closed by May 10th. Defendant appears at the title company on 
May 9th. Plaintiff appears, tenders performance, ready to close, 
24 I has the closing set up. Defendant refuses to close without any 
25 real explanation as to why. 
•7 
1 I Now there's one other standard here, your Honor, that 
2 comes from the Resource Management Cdse, and that is d statement 
3 by the Court quoting Odeson vs. Malone, a Utah Ccise from 1978. 
A MA duly executed written contract should be overturned only by 
5 cleai and convincing evidence." So we have a set of undisputed 
6 facts We have laid out a legal basis that gives us a right to 
7 summary judgment as a matter of law We have no clear and 
8 convincing evidence either to dispute the facts or argue contrary 
9 to the law. 
10 What we have m defendant's response memorandum is a 
11 series of what I characterize as disputes, but they do not under 
12 Rule 7 oi under Rule 56 rise to the level of creating either a 
13 factual issue or a legal dispute — a legal issue as a maner 
14 of law. 
15 They don't substantiate any implied argument — legal 
16 argument in these disputes. They don't cite to any case 
17 authority. They merely state some unsubstantiated conclusions, 
18 including the conclusion that there is some sort of alleged tax 
19 fraud without any specificity whatsoevei, raised for the first 
20 time m the response to summary judgment. Wot a smgle cite to 
21 a facr, not a single statement as to what constitutes the fiaud 
22 or what erroi or what omission, what concealment, what 
23 misrepresentation was made by the plaintiffs in a manner that 
24 is reguneo — substantiated as required by Rule 7(c). 
25 I IOUI Honoi, on that basis, as you summarized, there are 
1 
2 
no disputed f ac t s . I t i s an in t eg ra t ed con t rac t . Hex 
signature - - by her s i gna tu r e she has r a t i f i e d the c o n t r a c t , 
3 She appeared at c los ing within the time for performance, and 
4 simply refused to perform. P l a i n t i f f tendered performance on 
5 May 9th at a c los ing arranged for t ha t purpose. On t h a t b a s i s 
6 p la in t i f f ±s e n t i t l e d as a mat ter of law IO summary judgment for 
7 specific performance d i r e c t i n g the defendant to convey t i t l e of 
8 t h i s property. 
9 THE COURT: And i f not, the Court wi l l i s s u e a judgment 
10 conveying t i t l e . 
1 1 MR. RONNOW: Y e s . 
12 THE COURT: To accomplish the contract. 
13 MR. RONNOW: Yes, your Honor, either way. 
14 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Bowler? It wouldn't be a 
15 lawsuit if there wasn't another side. Tell me (inaudible) 
1 »6„. .4 J2Q&&&Q*L 
MR. BOWLER: Your Honor, I'm just going to remind che 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Court tnat all things must be viewed in a light most favorable to 
the — 
THE COURT: Won-moving party. 
MR. BOWLER: Right. I want to remind the Court that 
tlu s is a Court of equity in this matter, which is a Court of 
fairness, and that changes the aspect of it a little bit, but 
Jet's talJ about this. 
What we liave is we don't believe it's a valid contract. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 Ms. Killeri contacted one of the board of repiep - - Washington 
2 Real Estate Board of Represen ta t ives , indicated t o her t h a t i t is 
3 fraudulent, and of course you Icnow tha t a fiauduLent c o n t r a c t i s 
4 void on i t s face. We be l i eve tha t there i s a genuine i s s u e of 
5 material fact whethei the c o n f l i c t i s Vdlid m the f i r s t p l a c e . 
6 THE COURT Counsel, the standard uniform REP-C c o n t r a c t 
7 J i s a form used throughout the S ta te of Utah. Those o p e r a t i n g m 
the rea l es ta te f i e l d r e l y on i t . Thousands of t r a n s a c t i o n s a r e 
dependent upon i t . What makes t h i s contract bad? 
MP. BOWLER Let me cont inue, and we ' l l go onto t h a t . 
If you don't ( inaudible) i f you d o n ' t think that t ha t r i s e s t o 
the leve l , l e t ' s go on t o the o ther c o n t i a c t s . 
Now there i s a Bloommgton REP-C. I don ' t know i f 
the Court has copies of them. I got copies of them here f o r you. 
There i s three p r o p e r t i e s t h a t are involved. One i s Bloormngton, 
one i s Santa Clara, one i s St . George. 
The Bloormngton con t rac t where Ms. Killer sold Mr. Unruh 
a house for roughly a t l e a s t $35,000 l e s s than i t s a p p r a i s e d 
value, that was within t h r e e months of when they came in and 
signed the REP-C for the St . George p roper ty . T h a t ' s what w e ' r e 
t a lk ing about today. 
THE COURT The 200 South p roper ty 
MR. BOWLER: The what? 
THE COURT' The 200 South p rope r ty . 
MR. BOWLER: The 200 South p rope r ty . On the same day 
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1 they signed the REP-C foi the St. George property they signed 
2 J dnothei REP-C foi the Santd Cldio property, which had joint terms 
reflected bac} and forth. It's these joint terms reflecting back 
and forth that the Board of — Washington Real Estdte Board — 
5 Washington County Real Estate Boaid said caused problems because 
6 it looked like they were trying to avoid taxes by switching them 
7 J back and forth. That's one of the issues that comes into play. 
Counsel here, they want you to look at the boilerplate 
language of one contract and say, "Your honor, this is it. This 
10 is the end all, be all of this universe." Now, your Honor, there 
11 are streets m Fallujah that I could walk down, and I could say, 
12 ''There's no war going on here." If I take a step back and look 
13 at the Dig picture, I can see that it's more than just one 
14 street. That's what we've got here. 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
' -^¥6R-
We've got t h r e e c o n t r a c t s t ha t are i n t e r l i n k e d t o g e t h e r . 
on. My c l i en t believes t h a t t h a t ' s what was going on. There 
were three con t rac t s , t h r e e p r o p e r t i e s a l l t oge the r , and i f 
opposing Counsel i s saying t h e r e i s j u s t one con t r ac t by i t s e l f , 
t h a t in and of i t s e l f i s a m a t e r i a l d i f f e r ence . 
Now even j f you d o n ' t go with t h a t , we've got the 
tender . Counsel h i t tender twice and sa id h i s c l i e n t t e n d e r e d . 
Well, h±s c l ien t d i d n ' t tenoer he did not put money in escrow. 
Nov\ your honor, you know how tender works I'm going to sell you 
a wiaget for $10, you ' r e goino to buy the widget for S10. You 
• 1 1 -
1 I give me the $10, 1 give you the widget. I don't have to give you 
2 the widget until you give me the $10. The money was never put 
3 into escrow, so it was never tendered. In the absence of tender, 
4 ready, wiJlmg and able does not exist, and basically plaintiff 
5 failed to perform, and therefore defendant need not perform. 
6 I can go into a long explanation on that, if you would 
7 I like, and I can brief that extensively. I raise that issue 
because twice plaintiff said that he tendered. Tendered means 
9 I something, and he didn't. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Now absent a tendei they've got to show they were ready, 
willing and able. They've got to show it, not just say they were 
ready, willing and able. Nothing has been shown to this Court or 
to the defense that this — they were ready, willing and able. 
So there is a material dispute of fact as to whether or not they 
were ready, willing and able at that point. 
Now plaintiff makes good arguments, your Honor. My 
response is not the most elegant. I understand that. If this 
is beaut}/ contest, opposing Counsel wins. This is a Court of 
equity, and the Court has a duty to take m all aspects, get an 
overall picture of it, because Utah law allows (inaudible) 
contracts outside of the boilerplate language. 
THE COURT* Counsel, I guess my real concern is that 
I've got a motion for summary judgment in front of me. I have 
the contract that Mr. Ronnow is talking about m front of me Do 
I have a aeposition, an affidavit, a factual Yjasis that tells me 
-12-
1 that these are interrelated9 Do I have a deposition of the 
2 I member of the hoard of redltors that said this loots like it's 
ta^ fraud9 Is it in the file9 
MR. BOWLER: No, it's not, your Honor. The reason it's 
! 
5 not in the file is — we didn't want it to be hearsay, but it's 
6 not hearsay. It's not going to the truth of the matter asserted. 
7 J What it is showing is that my client had reasonable belief upon 
which to make that decision. Thau's why that line is m there. 
THE COURT; But she had already signed the contract. 
10 J MR. BOWLER: Well, she had signed the REP-C, but not 
11 the — she had nor completed the terms, she had not been there — 
12 she did not do the — 
13 THE COURT: Well, the REP-C is the contract. 
14 MR. BOWLER: Right, but between those two dates she 
15 found our what she believed made the contract void and 
16 fraudulent, and so she chose not to execute, to go tnrougn. 
17 THE COURT: Well, I guess you're going to have to 
18 convince the Court of Appeals. Mr. Ronnow, you may take your 
1 9 judgment. 
2 0 MR. RONNOW: Thank you, youi Honor. 
2 1 THE COURT: I j u s t — I d o n ' t s ee t h a t 1 have a n y t h i n g 
2 2 m t i n s r eco rd t o s u p p o r t a n y t h i n g excep t g r a n t i n g t h e m o t i o n f o i 
2 3 summary judgment . So i f y o u ' l l submit your o r d e i u n d e i t h e r u l e s 
24 J I ' l l ge t i t s i g n e d . 
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Odean Bowler #7359 
205 East Tabernacle, Suite 2 
St. George, UT 84770 
Telephone: (435) 628-3655 
Fax: (435) 628-7844 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ARNOLD UNRUH, an individual, 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and 
Castle Point, LTD, 
Defendant and Counterclaimants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
County of Washington ) 
I, CAROL KILLEN, under oath state as follows: 
1. I am over 21 years of age. 
2. I am the defendant in this matter and have personal knowledge and am competent to 
testify to the facts contained in this Affidavit. 
3. I signed the Real Estate Purchase Contract on May 3, 2005. 
4. The application deadline for the Real Estate Purchase Contract was April 20, 2005. 
5. After signing, I contact the Washington County Real Estate Board concerning the 
contract. 
k Tr»TmrT\ I \7Tnr r\T? r^ k n r \ T T / T T T TPTVT 
Case No. 050500805 
Judge James L. Shumate 
6. The Washington County Real Estate Board Representative informed me the contract was 
improper or illegal. 
7. I believe the Real Estate Purchase Contract was invalid or void. 
Dated fhi£ _ day of April, 2006. 
^^zA_ 
Jarol Kill en 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me on this day of April, 2006 
&ATHRYN FORCEY ] 
485 South 100 EcBt #2 R 
St. George, UT 84770 J 
My Commission Expires J 
May 5,2007 J 
COPY 
Odean Bowler #7359 
205 East Tabernacle, Suite 2 
St George, UT 84770 
Telephone (435)628-3655 
Fax (435) 628-7844 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ARNOLD UNRUH, an individual, ) 
) OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant, ) FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
vs. ) 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and ) 
Castle Point, LTD, ) Case No 050500805 
Defendant and Counterclaimants ) Judge James L Shumate 
COMES NOW, Defendant and Counterclaim Plaintiff, by and through her counsel of 
record, Odean Bowler, hereby filed this Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
The facts are in dispute and Plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 
There are at least three major disputes dealing with this contract Smce these are actual 
disputes, the Court must deny Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
DISPUTE NUMBER 1 
Pursuant to Defendant's counterclaim, it is obvious this case is not centered on one 
contract but on three different but linked contracts, the Bloommgton Contract, the Santa Clara 
Contract and the St George Contract To separate one of these three out foi summary judgment 
would not be equitable form the beginning Plaintiff would like to separate out one incident from 
the other two but the three are linked as mentioned m the counterclaim Since they are linked, 
this case must handle them togethei to get a fair and accurate representation of the entire 
12. lfe& 
incident. 
Therefore, there is a dispute as to whether is separate and distinct from Defendant's 
Counterclaims 
DISPUTE NUMBER 2 
Defendant believed by entering the closing on the home, she might be liable for tax fraud. 
A close inspection of the St. George contract and the Santa Clara contract show reciprocal 
clauses (On page one of both contracts) talking about reciprocal "carry back" agreements. This 
shows a direct connection between the two contracts. Defendant contacted the Washington 
County Real Estate Board concerning these contracts. According to the Washmgton County Real 
Estate Board, these paragraphs may have been attempt to avoid capital gains taxes on the sales of 
the two properties and the contracts were improper or illegal. Since the contracts are improper or 
illegal, they are also void. Therefore, there is an actual dispute as to the validity of the Real 
Estate Purchase Contract. 
DISPUTE NUMBER 3 
It is undisputed that the signing date on the contract was incorrect. The actual signing 
date was May 3,2005. This signing date was after the application deadline listed on page 5 of 
the Real Estate Contract (see Motion for Summary Judgment). This deadline had clearly passed 
prior to Defendant's signing. Therefore, the contract was void on April 20, 2005. Anything that 
happened on this contract after that date is immaterial. Therefore, there is another material 
dispute as to the validity of the Real Estate Purchase Contract. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff has glossed over his improper construction and handling of this contract. There 
are actual disputes as to the validity7 of the contract. Since that contract is the central theme of 
£( 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, and there are disputes as to the validity of that 
contract, this Court should deny Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DATED this c^Q day of April, 2006. 
Odean Bowlej 
Attorney fcpT)efendant 
CERTIFICATE OP SERVICE 
On tho^O day of April, 2006,1 hand delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, to the following: 
Bruce C. Jenkins 
Blynn A. Simmons 
Jenkins Jensen & Bayles, LLP 
1240 East 100 South, Suite 9 
St. George, Utah 84790 
ORIGINAL 
D Williams Ronnow-4132 
Bruce C Jenkins- 5972 
JENKINS RONNOW JENSEN & BAYLES, LLP 
Counsel foi Plaintiff 
1240 East 100 South, Suite 9 
St Geoige,UT 84790 
Telephone (435) 674-9718 
Facsimile (435) 674-9006 
IN THE FIFTH DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ARNOLD UNRUH, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
V 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and Castle 
Point, LTD, 
Defendants 
CAROL KILLEN, an individual, and Castle 
Point, LTD., 
Countei claimants, 
v. 
ARNOLD UNRUH, an individual, 
Countei claim Defendant 
ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER GRANTING 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
Civil No. 050500805 
Judge James L Shumate 
This mattei came befoie the court on January 16, 2007, at 10 00 am Defendants weie 
^piesented by D Williams Ronnow and Bruce C Jenkins, of Jenkins, Ronnow, Jensen & Bayles, 
LP and Plaintiff was lepiesented by Odean Bowlei Upon the evidence piesented at the hearing, 
le Court hei eby entei s the following Conclusions of Law Oi dei Gi anting Summary Judgnient and 
U 2 OideiSuinmaryJudgmenl 12r>4 01 wpd 
Order Quieting Title: 
UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. Plaintiff, Arnold Unruh, completed a Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") and dated 
it April 1, 2005 foi the purchase of the home at 400 South, St. George, Utah ("Home"). 
2. The REPC was for Plaintiff to purchase the Home from Defendants. 
3 Plaintiff made attempts to present the offei to Defendant Killen. 
4. Defendant Killen, eventually signed the REPC. 
5 Although Defendant Killen signed the REPC which was dated April 1, 2005, Ms. Killen 
did not change any of the dates on the REPC as it was originally prepared. 
6. Closing, undei the REPC was to occur not latei than May 10, 2005. 
7. Plaintiff showed up with the loan officei of his lendei at the scheduled closing on May 9, 
2005, ready willing and able to consummate the purchase. 
8. Defendant Kilhan showed up at the scheduled closing, unwilling to close under the terms 
of the REPC. 
9. Defendants failed to close withm the time required undei the terms of the REPC. 
10. Under paragraph 16 of the REPC Plaintiff is entitled to Defendant's specific performance 
of the REPC. 
11. The REPC provides for payment of attorney's fees and costs to the prevailing party to any 
action brought to enforce the REPC. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") dated April 1, 2005 is an integrated 
enforceable contract between the two parties. 
2. By initialing each page and signing the REPC Defendants agreed to each and every 
provision of the REPC. 
3. Defendants and Plaintiff are bound by the language within the REPC. 
4. The language within the REPC is unambiguous and is therefore enforceable as a 
mattei of law 
5. Plaintiff is entitled to his attorney's fess accrued in enfoi cmg the REPC m this action 
Unruh \ killen 
Oidei Gianting Summar> Judgment and Quieting Title 
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in accordance with paragraph 17 of the REPC in the amount of $21,152.98. See Affidavit of 
Attorney fees a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit A. 
Based on the foregoing Undisputed Facts and the Conclusions of Law 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
A. Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. 
B. Defendant shall specifically perform under the REPC as soon as escrow closing may 
be scheduled and convey title to the property and home located at 3300 Hamblin Drive, Santa Clara, 
UT 84765, also known as: 
The East 27.00 feet of Block 17; plus the West One-Half of that parcel of land lying between 
Blocks 17 and 18, SANTA CLARA TOWNSITE AND FIELD SURVEY; the East 42.00 feet 
of that certain piece of land lying between Block 17 and 18 SANTA CLARA TOWNSITE 
AND FIELD SURVEY. 
to Arnold Unruh granting him all rights and interests in the above described property. 
C. Defendant Carol Killen shall pay to Plaintiff his attorney's fess in the amount of 
CU52
-
98
' , , M/nir 
DATED this / J ) day of Sefemry, 2007 
The^Honorable James L. 
Fifth District Court Judge 
Unruh \ Killen 
Ojdei Gianting Summary Judgment and Quieting Title 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7(f)(2), a true and correct copy of this Order 
Granting Summary Judgment and Order Granting Specific Perfomiance was served via mail U.S. 
postage prepaid to the following: 
Odean Bowler 
205 East Tablemacle, Suite 2 
St. George, UT 84770 
Telephone No. (435) 628-3655 
Fax No.(435) 628-7844 
DATED this /£ day of February, 2007. 
Legal Assistant 
Uniuh v Killen 
Oidei Gianting Summaiy Judgment and Quieting Title 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7(f)(2), a true and conect copy of this Order 
ranting Summary Judgment and-Ordei Granting Specific Perfonnance was served via mail U S 
Dstage prepaid to the following 
Odean Bowlei / tr / \ 4^' 
205 East Tablernacle, Suite 2 \\^ A W W* J, X 
St Georoe/UT 84770 ( / ^ ^ \ A* f , 
Telephdne No (435 j 628-3655 W ^ ^ f T , \ */ X 
Fax/No.(435) 628-7844 f1^ 0 T 17 
DATED this l± day of February, 2007 
Legal Assistant 
Uniuh \ Killen 
Oidei Gianting Summdis lucigmenl and Quieting Title 
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
53 3 'ec*;«y ^:-^:."--contract. Utah law requires real ejrtate.Ucensm to uae this form. Buyer and Seller, however, may agretMQ alter or oeieie lis 
tsscfu V to u»« a liifterem form, if you cte3ira legal or tax adYlce. ccnauH your attorney or tax advisor. 
EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT 
'* ^^£fN*r/)&J\!&(D Lf/lflUt/ ; otters to purchase -he Property 
•cfloed oeioy and/hereby delivers to the Brokerage, as Earnest Mo.ney. the amount of $ ry/9 in the forn 
yjJzt which, upon Acceptance of this offer by all parties (asdefineo in Section 23) 
in r^  C£v6s:.i2^  ,r, aqporcance with state law. 
;> fif£_^ , on
 : p a t e 
3: /) /J* _ ^ Phon.e Number_ . 
' OFFER TO PURCHASE 
PROPERTY A&Q M£A4> +/8Q,60. , 
y o< ^ T:_h^f^^ • County tTJZfatff/l6*fa)Aj ~~ State of Ular, {ihe -property'}. 
- -. \r.z\u6^ !-:9rr;3, up.jess excluded herein, this sale includes the following items if presently attached to the Propsri; 
.mtr.g. meeting, air conditioning fixtures and equipment: ceiling fans; water heater: built-in appliances: j-.ont fixtures ana 
IDS. D i^r.rcorn fixtures; curtains, draperies and rods; window and door screens; storm doors and windows, window &ima*. 
•-..res. rstai-sc ;e!=.'-"-sJon antenna: satellite dishes and system; permanently affixed carpets; automatic garage door opener 
c y^vr^y-.-.g ;r3r.s«T-Sfier{3); fencing; and trees and shrubs. The following Hems shall also beincjudec ;n \\v,$ sale aro 
-.vs-ysc urcer separate 3i|i of Sale with warranties as to title: . ; _ _ 
:AC!UO«O stems. The following Items are excluded from this sale: 
i s sNaftr Rights. The following water rights are included in this saie: 
* 4 Survey. :CoecK applicable boxes): A survey f ] WILL [V} WILL NOT be prepared by a licensee surveyor Ti»e 
rv&y vVor^s v--;: oe. ( .) Properly comers staKed r J Boundary'Survey ( ] Boundary & improvements survey ] jOtn^r 
>ec-'-••• R-^sponslbi-iity for payment: f j Buyer [ ] Seller (. ] Buyer and Seller sfran equally. Suye s 
!ig:..c: '/j p.-:c;-,ase under this Contract [ ] 13 [ x ] IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the Survey Work !i y€ s. 
* i<r~*s of :?:e attached Survey Addendum apply. 
?:J*CKASE PRICE, - h a Purchase Price ?or the Property is $ /:^Q>J&OQ,*** 
r.* Me^od of Payment.' The PurchaselPrice will be said as follows: 
U2jA. __ (a) Earnest Mcney Deposit. Under certain conditions described in this Contract, THS 
_ DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY NON-REFUNDABLE. 
//*?*.. / V f e ^ (b) New Loan, Buyer agrees to aopiy for a new loan as provided in Section 2.3. Su-yerwiJJ apply or 
^ ene or more of the following loans': ^CONVENTIONAL f ] FHA [ ] V'A 
I I OTHER (specify; ; _ . „ _ 
if an FHA/VA loan applies, see attached FHAA/A Loan Addend-urn. 
if the loan is to include any particular terms, then check below and give details 
A ~ V \ 
^ 4 - , . / y ^ ¥ ^ \d) Seller Financing (see attached Seller Financing Addendum if applicable) $&%?$/& CU&* ££&¥£ 
„ . •;*) Other-(specify) '^ , • , . ,..;, . _ . . , 
if; Salaries of Purchase Price in Cash at Settlement 
MDj B&0:~ PURCHASE-PRICE.- Total of lines (a) through <f) 
j ^ ^ T Buyer's Initials S&X^ Oats f$/&i~ \g-z : :•• £ - a g s s Sellers In i t ia ta / i . X > Date 
EXHIBIT £_ 
Z financing Condition, (check applicable box) (a: [ & Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property IS conditioned upon Buyer qualifying for the applicable ioan(s) 
f^erenced in Section 2.1(b) or (c) (the "Loan"). Ttvs condition is referred to as the "Financing Condition " 
i'o) { ni Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property IS NOT conditioned upon Buyer qualifying for a loan Section 
2 3 ooe$ not apply 
l .-'.ppii^tion for Loan, 
is! 3uv$fY duties. No later than the Application Deadline referenced in Section 24(a), Buyer shall apply for me 
'loan '"Loan Application1' occurs only when Buyer has: (i) completed, signed, and delivered to the lender (the 
\.ender*) the nitiai loan application and cocumentatlon required by the Lender; and (ii) paid all loan application fees 
as 'sq'jifeo by tta Lender.' Buyer agrees to diligently worMo obtain the Loan. Buyer will promptly provide ins Lender 
•.v:tr. anv zocit-'onai Documentation as required by the Lender. 
io) Procedure if Loan Application is denied, if Buyer receives written notice from the Lender that the Lencerdoes 
-el soprcve me Loan (a "Loan Denial"), Buyer shall, no later than three caiendardays thereafter, proves a copy to 
•5e.-a- s-jyer or Seiier may. within three calendar days after Seller's receipt of such notice, cancel in!s Contract Oy 
p-cvjC'-v; -.vriiten notice to the other party, in tbe^vent of a cancellation under this Section 2.3(b): (i) if PS Loan 
beria: wss received by Buyer on or before the o?y cay of Apr*/. .s^&S~i&Q&he Eamesi Money Deposn shall 
oe returnee to Buyer: '(ii) if the Loan Denial was received by Bu/er after that date, Buyer agrees to forfeit and Seller 
screes:? eccept as Beliefs exclusive remedy, tne earnest Money as liquidated damages. A failure to cancel as 
c-.::;vio-2G IP »his Section 2.3(b) shall hav^ no effect on the Financing Condition set forth in Section 2.2(a). Cancellation 
oi.-rsuar.uo the provisions of any other section of this Contract shall be governed by such other provisions 
:.*• .:V;p*-a:'ss-: of Property, Buyer's obligation to purchase the Property D<pS I. ] IS NOT conditioned upon '.he Property 
{pof3i5:r:c :or no! :3ss than the Purchase ?nce. If the appraisal condition applies and the Property appraises for less 'than 
he "urensse Pnoe. Buyer may cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seiler no later than three csiencar cays 
L^ er Suys^ s receipt of notice of the appraised value. In the event of such cancellation, the Earnest Money Deposit snali 
>e leasee i: Suyer. A failure to cancel as provided in this Section 2.4 shall be deemed a waiver of the appraisal 
E ^ L S M S N T AND CLOSING. Settlement shall take pteos on the Settlement Deadline referenced in Section 24(d). or 
•:r.« vPon yfriicn Suyer and Seller agree in writing. "Settlement" shall occur only when ail of the following h-Wbeen 
pietsd: (a; Sv/er and Seller have signed and delivered to oach other orto-the escrow/closing office all documents raquired 
is Contract, oy ine Lender, by written escrow instructions crby applicable law; (b) any monies required to be paid by Buyer 
jf tnsse documents (except for the proceeds of any r.ew loan) have been delivered Dy Buyer to Seller or to the 
owciosing c*fioe in the form of collected or cleared fundi; and (c) any monies required to be paid by Setts,- under these 
;rr,nrni nsvs been delivered by Seller to Buyer or to the escrow/closing office in the form of collected or cleared funds, 
r.- 3-sd Suye: s;-.a;;- each pay one-half (Yz) of the fee charged by the escrow/closing office for its services in tne 
sme^cis:'^; crocess. Taxes and assessments for the current year, rents, and interest on assumed obligations snail oe 
£••£•-? a: Se^en^ro. as set forth in this Section. Tenant deposits (including, but not limited to, security -oeposiis cleaning 
5s-ts ar.cJ zrtDZti rents) smil oe paid or credited by Seller to Buyer at Settlement. Prorations set forth ir- ;H;s Section shall 
race esci the Settlement Deadline date referenced in Section 24(d), unless otherwise agreed to in writing by -.he parties. 
-. wring could include the settlement statement. The transaction will be considered closed when Settlement has been 
:pieiec. sne -^hen ail of the following have been completed: (i) the proceeds of any new loan have been cei-vered by me 
:*> ?c Se:i*r cr ic t->e escrow/closing office; and (ii) the applicable Closing documents have been recorder ;n tns office cf 
cc-jn<y r^c^er T^e actions described :;n parts (i) and (ii) of the preceding sentence shall be completes winir, four 
:"r;V^ Q::VV 0? S S ine m e n 1 
^L >03SES'5I0.N. Sevier snail deliver physical possession to Buyer within: y i <** / hours [ ] days aflar Closing 
Other (specify) [ ' 
:c^FW/.AT!ON C? AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Contract: 
". s^aer's initiefs f J Buyer's Initials 
: -Jz\.ri Ags.u _j$JjQ , represents [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer [ ] both Buyer and Seller 
'A / as a Limited Agent 
; Selling Agent, •// /i3 , represents [ ] Seiler [ ] Buyer [ ] both Buyer and Seik r 
1
 , as a Limited Agent 
Listino SroXer, # / / V , represents{ ] Seller [ ] Buyer [ J both Buyer and Seller 
• • /,> as a Limited Agent 
-4£JJLL . represents ( ] Setter [ ] Suyer [ ] both Buyer and Seiie * 
/ s*\ ) as a Limited-Agent 
i . i ^n rrnk 
'•mo c; 
?e 2 of 8 pages Seller's lnitlal3^ rJ^O Oate '^/'PS* Buyer's Initials ^ ^ Data *w/At$* 
lu. 
EXHIBIT S. 
TIT:.E INSURANCE. At Settlement, Seiler agrees to pay for a standard-coverage owner's policy of title insurance insuring 
•yer i.- ih? amount of the Purchase Price. 
SELLER DISCLOSURES. No later than the Seller Disclosure Deadline referenced in Section 24(b). Seller sr.ail provide 
Buyer the following documents which are collectively referred to as the "Seller Disclosures": 
(a; a Se'Her property conaltion disclosure for the Property, signed and dated by Seller; 
(bj 2.ccr.mit,T.9nt for -he policy of title insurance; 
(c j * copy of any leases affecting the Property not expiring prior to Closing; 
id \/p.r?.5-T.ol.ice of any claims and/or conditions Known to Seller relating to environmental problems ar.c sliding or 
io~:r«g coda vioiatio'ns; and 
lei Other is-peclM 
BEER'S R13HT TO CANCEL BASED ON EVALUATIONS AND INSPECTIONS. Buyer's obligation to purchase under 
lis Contract (check applicable boxes): 
) is r X] ;S NOT conditioned upon Buyer's approval of the content of all the Seller Disclosures referenced :n Section 7: 
) !•'? [Q] £ NOT conditioned upon Buyers approval of a physical condition inspection of the Property; 
J ss i\£ \Z NOT cor.Gitioned upon Buyers approval of the following tests and evaluations of the Property, (specify) 
any of the above items are checked in the affirmative, then Sections 8.1, 8.2. 8.3 and 8.4 apply; otherwise, they do net apply 
he »tems cnecKed ir> the affirmative above are collectively referred to as the "Evaluations'& inspections/' uness otherwise 
revjoea :n this Contract, the Evaluations & Inspections shall be paid for by Buyer and shaii be conducted by iacivlduais or 
ntase* r 5--yer5 cnoice.- Seller agrees to cooperate with the Evaluations & inspections and with the walK-ttrougn inspection 
nc.'sr Sector. ":l ' 
S.i Evaluations & inspections Deadline, No later than the Evatuatlons & Inspections Deadline referenced in Section 
4{:) Buyer shci- (a) complete ail Evaluations & inspections; and (b) determine if the Evaluations & inspections are acceptable 
) ti-yer. 
1.7 ?.\z^ *- Cancel or Object If Buyer determines that the Evaluations & Inspections are unacceptable Buyer may. 
c i~;=r !ivar. tn* EvaJvaiions & inspections Deadline, either: (a) cancel this Contract by providing written rctlc? tc Seller. 
*e-s.:oc:- irs Earnest woney Deposit shaii be released to Suyer; or (b) provide Seller with written notice of objections. 
5.2 Failure to Respond, if by the expiration of the Evaluations & Inspections Deadline, Buyer does not: (a) cancel this 
.'or.rsc: S3 provided in Section 8.2; or (b) deliver a written objection to Seller regarding the Evaluations & inspections the 
ivaiuat.-c .^s * ;nspect!ons snail be deemed approved by Buyer. 
?.* ^.€spor.3sbySej!er. If Buyer provides written objections to Seller, Buyer and Seller shaii have seven calendar days 
.nv •$ &'>$-$ receipt of Buyer* objections (the "Response Period") In which to agree in writing upon the manner of resolving 
k«ye^s oD!ec;;or;s. Seiier'may, but shaii not be required to, resolve Buyer's objections. If Buyer and Seller nave no- zgrsvc 
n wnllng upon the manner of resolving Buyer's objections, 5 jyer may cancel this Contract by providing written notice to Seller 
10 -ater -than tnree calendar days after expiration of the Response Period; whereupon the Earnest Money oeocsi; snail be 
•eteased !o_5uyer. if \h\s Contract is not canceled by Buyer underthls Section 8.4. Buyer's objections shall be deemed waivec 
5y Suysr. : his waiver sr.ail not' affect those items warranted In Section 10. 
?, ADD i^QNAL TERMS. There [ 3 ARE \%'\ ARE NOT addenda to this Contract containing additional terms. If tnere are 
ne ts-ms of -r.8.fO'.:owing addenda are Incorporated into this Contract by this reference: [ j Addendum No. 
j Survey Addendum [ ]
 :3eBer Financing Addendum [ ] FHAA/A Loan Addendum [ ] Assumption Accendurr ] Lead-Based Paint Addendum (In soma transactions this addendum is required by iaw) 
] Other (specify) 
»o SELLER WARRANTIES & REPRESENTATIONS, 
ntle, Seller represents that Seller has fee title to the Property and will convey good and marketable 
o* 6 panes Seiisr's In i t i a l ^^^TN, . Pate 7*/*&f Buyers Initials *£s\ pate j?///$J' 
EXHIBIT S_ 
!e insurance as agreed to by Buyer under Section 8. Buyer also agrees to take the Property subject to existing leases 
ino ?ne Property and not expiring prior to Closing. Buyer agrees to be responsible for taxes, assessments, homeowners 
:€••.;or- d-jes. wSniues. and otrjer services provided to the Property after Closing. Except for any ican(s) specifically 
iac by 3uyef uncar Section 2.1(c). Seiler'wiii cause lo bo paid off byjCiosing all mortgages, trust deeds, judcmems. 
a^-c's i»ens. lax ;iens and warrants. Seller wiii cause to te paid current Dy Closing ail assessments and homeowners 
;3iion Goes. 
C.Z CofiCiit-.sncfProBeny, Seller warrants that the Property will be in the following condition ON THE DATE SELLER 
VERS PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER: 
i) "-v? °roDeny snaw be broom-dean and free of debris and personal tielongincs. Any Seller cr tenant mo^nc-eiated 
smrcs ?o me P'ooeny snail be repaired at Sellers expense; 
b) the neaii.ng, cooilng. electrical, plumbing and sprinkler systems a.nd fixtures, and the appliances and f;repiaces wii; be 
i worKif»3 oroer and fit for their intended purposes; 
c: :ne 'oo< and 'ounaatlon snail be free of iea^s Known to Seller; 
v ? y^ private we;: cr septic tank serving the Property shall have applicable permits, and shall be in worK.no treat anc 
\<. -or :ts jntendec curcose; and 
•f • tne "^ 'open.y ana improvernents. including the landscaping, will be in me same general ccndliion 3s tney were on tne 
•Si-* •:?•• ACCeOtaP.C$ 
VVALK-THROUGH INSPECTION. Before Settlement, Buyer may, upon reasonable notice and at a reasenscie lime. 
;LCT. a •v/asK-ihrough" inspection of the Property to determine only that trie Property is "as represented.' meaning mat me 
s reterer-cea in Sections 1.1, 5.4 and 10.2 ("the items") a*e respectively present, repaired/changed as agreed, and ;n me 
a '^.ec conc'.ion. *•* the items are not as represented, SelierwUl. prior tq Settlement, replace, correct or" reps*' ;ne items 
'•»• • .«-e cons*~! c Buyer (and Lender if applicable), escrow an amount at Settlement to provide for the same The failure 
r - cc i a ws-.v'.hrough inspection, or to ciaim that an iterr is not as represented, shail not constitute a waive- oy Buyer of 
;c'v. '.J -sc^'v;, OP ;he date of possession, the Items as represented. 
Zr&HQES DURING TRANSACTION. Seder agrees th«t from the date of Acceptance until the date of Closing none of 
Iciiovyiog shall occur without the prior written consent of (3uyer: (a) no changes in any existing leases shall oe mace; (0) 
; shaH-De s^erza into: (c) no substantial alterations or improvements to the Property shall be made or undertaker,. 
• ^ fir.ar.cis! encumbrances to me Property snail be made. 
AVV -P. iCt tC < 
ALTHC3vTY O r SiGNSRS. If 3uyer or Selieris a corporation, partnership, trust, estate/limited liaDiiity com par* y. or omer 
;• --vi ?*r?or- executing this Contract on its behatf warrants his or her authority to do so and tc bind Buyer anc Seller 
COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together wth its addenda], any attached exhibits, and Seile- Disclosures. 
5i,;u\es the en;:rs Contract between the parties and supersedes and replaces any and all prior negotiations, representations 
•.•'ir.;-c:«. ur.dsrsianoings or contracts between the parties. This Contract cannot be changed except oy wntVen agreemefv 
0-*Pv? = RESOLUTION, The parties agree that any dispute, arising prior to or after Closing, related \o ims Conirac 
; S:~ALL [ ?.; MAY (upon mutual agreement of the parties) first be submitted to mediation. If tne partes agree tc: 
:c.auor. ••ne bispuie snail be submitted to mediation through a mediation provider mutually agreed upon by in.e parses £ac:-; 
r4v agrees »o bea-' -is own costs of mediation, if mediafon fails, the oilier procedures and remedies ava?irO:e under «,h».; 
•Vract sna.i sop'y. Nothing m this Section 15 shai! prohibit any party from seeking emergency equitable re;?e? pencr.n j 
DEFA'JLT, if Suyer defaults, Seller may elect either to retain the Earnest Money Deposit as liquidated carnages, or to 
:•,. -, .:• zrz .-js s-jyeV -,c specifically enforce this Contract or pursue ether remedies available at law. if Seller defaults, -n 
d:::o'i -o "C-iurn of the Earnest Money Deposit, Buyer may elect either io accept from Seller a sum equa. :o ihe Earne J; 
:ne»' Dsocsii as liquidated damages, or may sue Seller to specifically enforce this Contract or pursue omer remedies 
auab'.s a!. law. :' Buyer elects to acceot liquidated damages, Seller agrees to pay the liquidated damages to Suyer upen 
•mane !i is agreed thai denial of a Loan Application made by the Buyerlis not a default and is governeo by Section 2.3(t) 
. ATTCPV-NEY CEES AND COSTS, In the event of litigation or binding!arbitration to enforce this Contract. 
•:-•-. :>:.!. oe *~ij-.:ed to costs and reasonable attorney fees. However, attprney fees shall not be awarded for 
*•::..ii'cr. '.rz^' Section 15. 
• he prevailing 
:-3rticioation m 
:•?»? .oaces ellsr's initials^ ^n Date fyh0& su yer's Initials C &- Para jfifef 
/ 
« y r I. » r> 
EXHIBIT & _ 
I NOTICES, except as provided in Section 23, ati notices required under this Contract must be: (a) in writing; (b) signed 
i ifcs cany giving notice; and (c) received by the other party or the other party's agent no later than the appiicaoie date 
if ere nose in ihis Contract, 
3. AS^OGATJG^. except for the provisions of Sections 10.1.10.2,15 and 17 and express warranties made in this Contract, 
le pre visions c* :n;s Contract shall not apply after Closing. 
0. RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss to the Property, Including physical damage or destruction to the Property or ns 
nprov events due to any cause except ordinary wear and tear and ioss caused by a taking in eminent domain, shall be borne 
•y'$£•••'2r 'jn-i; ins transaction is ciosed. 
;';. TIME :3 Op 7'riz ESSENCE, Time is of the essence regarding the dates set forth in this Contract. Extensions must be 
;gr?e.c; :o \ • ^ - i ^ cy all parties. Unless otherwise explicitiy stated In this Contract: (a) performance under each Section of 
his Cor-.cract whicr. references a date sha)! absolutely be required by 5:00 PM Mountain Time on the stated date* sr)Q (b) the 
erm "Cays" shaii mean calendar days and shall be counted beginning on the day following the event which triggers me timing 
sqv.-'emen; (i.e.. Acceptance, receipt of the Seller Disclosures, etc.). Performance dates and times refsrvnodd herein shall 
IOI b? oincing upon title companies, lenders, appraisers and others not parties to this Contract, except as otherwise agreed 
o v:-. v'Hing oy 3'^ cn non-party. 
22. ~CJ* TRANSMISSION kHD COUNTERPARTS. Facsimile (fax) transmission of a signed copy of this Contract, any 
aodenaa and counteroffers,, and the retransmission of any signed fax shall be the same as delivery of an original. This Contract 
anc any addenda and counteroffers may be executed- In counterparts. 
?.3. ACCEPTANCE. "Acceptance" occurs when Seller or Buyer, responding to an offer or counteroffer of the other: (a) signs 
;ne eff ?r or counteroffer where noted to indicate acceptance; and (b) communicates to the other party or to tne other party's 
3gen- ;nat the oner or counteroffer has been signed as required. 
24. 301'iTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and Seller agree that the following deadlines shall apply to this Contrsci: 
.;a) Application Deadline *4//(QCl/Dy£> (Date) 
it] Sei'^ f Disclosure Deadline /1/J&. (Date) 
(c) Evaluations & inspections Deadline / ? / , # (Date) 
(d; £-3tti^ er-*%3«adHn* j5"VZ7 <-Q&~ (Oatt) 
25. c "ER ym TIM£ f OR ACCEPTANCE, Buyer offBfB to purchase the Property on the above terms and conditions, f 
Se-erdoes net accept tMis offer by: [ 3 AM [ ] PM Mountain Time on_ (Date) ttts offer shell 
iaosr ^o t'r-3 Srofcersge shall return the Earnest Money Deposit to Buyer. 
(B^veV i^gr.fitdfe) (Offer D t^e) (Buy&Ts Signature) (Offer Date) 
Tha ittt^ r of toe above Offar Date* sh.ill be raferrad to a* the "Ofter reference Date" 
{£•..;; S.T' «5.T,!S5} (PLEASE PRINT) (Notice Address) Phone) 
5 cf 5 cages Salter's initial z ^ J / \ Date - f ••/•<££" Buyer's i n i t i a l ^ J ^ S - — Da». 
51 u. 
EXHIBIT a. 
ACCEPTANCE/CQUNTEROFFERiREJECTlON 
K ONE: 
ACCEPTANCE Or OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller Accepts the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified 
as-o%-e 
' n o ^ b a M ns as soeqjftd In the attached ADDENDUM NO. 
:;,wvD-^TE"0?cER: -gfeJler oresents for Buyer's Acceptance the terms of Buyers offer subject to the exceptions or 
 . . 
(Date) (Time) (teller's Signature) (Date) (Tine) 
^'<3r^'[$JLASZ PRINT) (Notice Address) : (Phone) 
REJECTION; Seller Rejects the foregoing offer. 
ers 3^3^ :5} (Date) (Time) ' [Seller's Signature) (Da:e) ;Time; 
NOTE: Seller is a licensed realtor in the state of Utah. 
DOCUMENT RECEIPT 
£ isw squires BroKer tc furnish Buyer and Seller with copies of this Contract bearing ail signatures. (Fill in applicable 
:
 5c:oowi*:£e ^ceipt of a final copy of the foregoing Contract bearing alhrtgnatures:^ 
y e T p i f ^ r i f } { D a t e ) ' v ' fiufigfs Signature) ^ ~ ' ' 
jg^&L 
,• -.- .; ...,^^.«} / \ (Date) (Sellers Signature) (Date) 
'. personally caused a jjp£i copy of the foregoing Contract bearing ail signatures to be [ J faxed \ } mailed [ ] hand 
•liversc* ors ^^ (Date), postage prepaid, to the [ 3 Seller [ ] Buyer. 
THIS FORM APPROVED SY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL. 
SFF5CTIVE AUGUST 17, 1998. IT REPLACES-AND SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY APPROVED VERSIONS Or THIS FORM. 
'age -o of S paces Seller's i n i t i a l g ^ ^ ^ N Date ^*[%#& Buyer's initials ^ ^ Date y//0. T~ 
£XH!BIT g 
